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DIGITAL SECURITY CONTROLS, DIV OF TYCO SAFETY PRODUCTS CANADA LTD  S4019
95 BRIDGELAND AVE
NORTH YORK, ON M6A 1Y7 CANADA

Burglary alarm system control units, Models PC5020, P-8+, PC5010 PC-01, PC1555 PC-01.

Burglary alarm system control unit accessories, Models LCD5500, LCD5501, LCD5501Z, PK5500, PK5501, PK5508, PK5516, PKP-ICN, PKP-LCDPC5580/P5580, PC5580TC/P5580TC, PC5400/P5400, PC5204/P5207.

Burglary alarm system control unit subassemblies, Models PC5108/P5108, PC1616, PC1832, PC1864.

Control units, Models SCW9047-433, SCW9045-433 short range low power RF and hardwire system.
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